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Checklist of completion conditions 

for Programming and Unit testing work 



Example of implementation

* Prerequisites

 -

 -

 -

Here is an example of a development process using the "Checklist of completion conditions for Programming and Unit testing work"  or "Programmers Self

Checklist" .

As the development for this project was contracted offshore, the Checklist of completion conditions for Programming and Unit testing work  was used

as a condition for completion of the contracted work.

Some members of the team did not have experience with Nablarch and/or did not have strong skills with Java, so a review was conducted after

these team members completed 30% of their work.

After coding was completed, a comprehensive check was conducted by blacking out the specifications to confirm that the code had been written

according to the design specifications with no omissions or errors.

The coding and unit test results are checked using the following checklist.

- Checklist of completion conditions for Programming and Unit testing

work

Programmers

The application is deployed on the application server and screen operations

are tested.

- Display control, input control, JavaScript and the screen transitions within

the project are confirmed.

Programmers

A check is performed by blacking out the test specifications before the

source code review.

The purpose of this check is to confirm that the points in the design

specifications (including screen layout) have been covered with no

omissions or errors.

Programmers

 - Technical review

The results are reviewed from the following technical perspectives.

　　- Compliance with standards (Java Coding Standards, user interface

standards, test standards)

　　- Common coding mistakes (BigDecimal, NullPoint, attachment files)

　　- Feasibility of standardization

　　- Readability of source code

　　- How to use the application framework function

　　- Application performance and security considerations

　　- Superfluous or missing tests

 - Operational review

The source code is cross-checked against the design specifications to

confirm that it has been written according to the design specifications. This

can be done by another team member if the reviewer does not have time

(the main point of a cross-check is for the code to be checked by a third

party.)

Technical

supervisor

The coding and unit test results are checked using the following checklist.

- Programmers Self Checklist
Programmers

The remainder of coding and unit testing is conducted. Programmers

The coding and unit test results are checked using the following checklist.

- Programmers Self Checklist
Programmers

The source code and tests are reviewed when 30% of the project has been

completed.

Conducting this review before all of the work has been completed enables

issues to be detected early so that large amounts of backtracking will not

be needed later.

For example, if the project consists of five requests (initial viewing, list

searching, registration, confirmation and completion), the review may be

done after initial viewing and list searching have been completed.

Technical

supervisor

Must be a case that complies with unit testing standards.

Test cases covering the details in the design specifications must be created.
Programmers

Code is written and unit testing is conducted for several requests according

to the specifications that have been

The programmers and technical supervisor must discuss the point at which

a 30% review needs to be requested.

The 30% Programming/Unit testing can be omitted in some cases,

depending on the difficulty of each subfunction and the skill level of the

programmer(s).

Programmers

Work process Nature and viewpoint of work By

The programmers assess the functions and subfunctions. ProgrammersWriting of design specifications

Coding (30%)

Class unit testing
Request unit testing

Project unit test

Completion condition check

Source code and test review

(All)

Black out design specifications

Creation of unit test specifications

Source code and test review 

(30% mark)

Coding (All)

Class unit testing
Request unit testing

Programming and Unit testing(30%)

Check using checklist

Check using checklist

Programming and Unit testing(All)



Checklist of completion conditions for Programming and Unit testing work

Subfunction ID:

Subfunction name:

1. Visual checks

No Check items Details of check Check method Evaluation

index

Required

value

To be

checked by

Check date Check

result

Comment

1 Coding and unit testing None of the coding errors that tend

to occur during development must be

present.

Perform a check using the checklist for self-assessment of

results by programmers.

Number of

defects

0 defects

2 Omissions in code All of the points in the external and

internal design specifications must be

covered by the code, with no

omissions.

Confirm this by blacking out the points in the external and

internal design specifications that are covered by the source

code.

Areas that are

not blacked

out

0 remaining

areas

2. Checks using tools

No Check items Details of check Check method Evaluation

index

Required

value

To be

checked by

Check date Check

result

Comment

1 TODO comments No TODO comments must be left in

the source code or settings file.

Check that no TODO comments are left in the source code or

settings file.

・Java

・jsp, sql, xml, config, properties, js

Number of

remaining

TODO

comments

0 comments

2 Java source code The code must not violate the

method for writing Java source code

that is generally recommended.

Perform a check using the static analysis tool or IDE

(integrated development environment) function.

Number of

errors or

warnings

0 errors or

warnings

3 Java compiling It must be possible to compile the

Java source code.

Perform a check using the JDK compiling function or IDE

function.

Number of

errors or

warnings

0 errors or

warnings

4 @Ignore annotations
（@Ignore is an annotation

used to indicate JUnits to be

ignored during unit testing.)

No @Ignore annotations must be

used.

Check that no tests with @Ignore appended are left. Areas with

@Ignore

0 areas with

@Ignore

5 Automatic unit testing All test code must pass automatic

unit testing.

Check this by executing the test code using the IDE function. Areas of code

that fail the

testing

0 failing areas

6 Automatic unit testing

coverage

All test code must be covered in the

test target source code.

Check this by measuring test coverage with the IDE

function.

Test coverage

(C0 and C1)

100%*１

*１　This excludes areas that are difficult to test automatically, such as code with the try-with-resources statement or processes where an SQLException occurs.

3. Checks to handle issues raised in review

No Check items Details of check Check method Evaluation

index

Required

value

To be

checked by

Check date Check

result

Comment

1 Review completion

rate

All of the results requiring a review

must be reviewed.

Check the review status of the results requiring a review. Completion

rate

100%

2 Issues raised in source

code review

All issues raised in the review must

have been addressed.

Check whether the issues raised in the review have been

addressed.

Remaining

issues

0 remaining

issues

3 Issues raised in review

of unit test

specifications and

results

All issues raised in the review must

have been addressed.

Check whether the issues raised in the review have been

addressed.

Remaining

issues

0 remaining

issues

4. Other checks

No Check items Details of check Check method Evaluation

index

Required

value

To be

checked by

Check date Check

result

Comment

1 Remaining

development items

(missing items)

There must be no remaining

development items (missing points).

Confirm whether there are any missing points based on the

results of sections 1 to 3 above.

If there are any missing items, the team handling the next

phase(s) must be informed.

The following details need to be confirmed for each missing

point.

(1) The nature of the missing point

(2) Restrictions caused by the missing point

(3) The date on which the missing point is expected to be

addressed

Missing points 0 missing

points


